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Abstract

Recent studies have indicated that language identity is encapsu-
lated in a more complicated manner to that represented by short
term acoustic features. In particular, trajectory information over
syllable-like durations have shown significant promise. This
study introduces a novel three-tiered language identification ap-
proach which incorporates this information as well as acoustic
context in the form of broad syllabic events. Experimental re-
sults using the CallFriend database demonstrate the effective-
ness of these systems at providing complementary information
to a GMM based system.

1. Introduction

The dominant topology for current Language Identification sys-
tems incorporates some form of GMM/UBM framework using
short term, low level acoustic, cepstral based features. This
methodology achieves admirable low error rates however, it is
expected that future systems will be required to achieve the
current levels of identification performance, with less training
and/or test data. Given that the Equal Error Rate (EER) perfor-
mance of the GMM/UBM framework degrades when this oc-
curs, more focus has been placed on the use of higher order
features in recent times. In conjunction with GMM systems, N-
gram language modelling of the phone transcriptions have also
been used in LID, again with excellent results which degrade
under similar, limited data circumstances.

The interest in higher order knowledge sources has been
predicated on the belief that these sources may have comple-
mentary information, providing subsequent robust performance
despite deteriorating acoustic conditions. In order to establish
the most suitable knowledge sources for an identification task,
priority should be placed on determining which sources max-
imise discrimination, and then use these sources to extract suit-
able features. Our immediate focus is directed toward establish-
ing which knowledge sources are most suitable for Language
Identification (LID), however we believe that these sources
could provide useful information for the speaker identification
task.

Both GMM and Phone based modelling knowledge sources
provide discriminative information for LID, however more re-
cent works suggest that modelling trajectory information can
provide excellent results [1], [2]. In an attempt to illicit other
alternative knowledge sources we looked to how humans pro-

cess speech for inspiration for feature set development. To this
end, consider most peoples’ technique for sounding out words
from a foreign language. Usually it involves a combination of
techniques. Firstly, we attempt to grossly reproduce the word,
by concatenating approximations to syllables based on our own
native language, for the syllables that occur within the word.
Further pronunciation refinements are then achieved by adjust-
ing the allophonic realisations of each phone to suit the target
language. This phenomena seems to imply that complementary
information from both phone and syllable length temporal units
is used when we process speech from different languages, and
perhaps a similar combination may prove useful for LID.

Current GMM-based LID systems attempt to model the en-
tire acoustic space, and as a general rule do not model tem-
poral dependencies very well. In [1], state of the art perfor-
mance was achieved using Shifted Delta Cepstra (SDC) feature
vectors. SDC features are created by concatenating cepstrum
based delta features across multiple speech frames, and then
modelling these using a GMM/UBM framework. This to some
degree allows a GMM to model temporal dependencies. Opti-
mal performance was achieved using 7 x 30 ms frames (approxi-
mately syllable length duration). The improved results achieved
over this extended time-frame using dynamic feature informa-
tion led us to two interpretative conclusions. These are:

• Modelling information within an extended temporal unit
reveals more discriminative information than traditional
GMM modelling techniques of frame based feature vec-
tors.

• The trajectory information contained within this ex-
tended unit is more discriminative than static informa-
tion. It is our contention that static feature information
becomes less important then the trajectory information
over-arching those phonetic events, once it has been es-
tablished what phonetic events have occurred. Further
supporting evidence for this assertion is presented in [2].

Unfortunately, by modelling these features in a GMM frame-
work, no direct correspondence can be established between the
GMM mixture components that dominate the likelihood scores
for a particular event, and the articulatory description for that
event. Whilst a requirement for such a correspondence may not
be necessary, obtaining a definable temporal unit may provide
insight which could lead to further performance improvements.

These units could subsequently be examined on an indi-
vidual basis to determine their discriminative power. A further
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motivation for establishing these units is that if we can obtain
evidence that these units have occurred, and have accurate mod-
els for these events, then potentially we can obtain a more ac-
curate representation of the feature space, leading to improved
identification scores.

To validate this idea, we needed to establish asuitabletem-
poral unit. Traditionally in speech recognition, modelling has
been done using phone length acoustic units, however studies
conducted in [3] and [4] suggest that for speech recognition,
the use of extended temporal units may be complementary to
that provided using phone length acoustic modelling. In [5] and
[6], it was suggested that the integration of temporal and spec-
tral dependencies may be better captured using a syllable length
unit. Given that we wish to capture these dependencies, a syl-
lable length time frame represents an intuitive first choice as a
segmental unit for LID.

Assuming that a temporal unit has been established, defin-
ing which features should be extracted becomes important. We
wanted to continue the line of research using trajectory informa-
tion for LID, and accordingly a choice was required for which
trajectory information to model. Whilst [1] used MFCC trajec-
tory information, in [2], the temporal trajectory information for
pitch and energy was used.

Impressively, the trajectories for both pitch and energy were
captured using a minimal sized set of 5-6 descriptive tokens. A
concatenation of the last ten tokens was used to form a fea-
ture vector. Tri-gram models of this feature vector was then
used to determine language information, obtaining an EER of
35%. By incorporating 1 of 6 Broad Phonetic classes and a du-
ration token of “short” or “long”, this was reduced to 27%. The
relatively good performance obtained given a small, compact
and rudimentary feature set suggests that the temporal trajecto-
ries of pitch and energy provide a reasonably robust identifica-
tion technique for both language and speaker recognition. We
were enthused by the possibility that pitch and energy trajec-
tories contained useful information, and accordingly wanted to
establish whether improved modelling of the trajectories could
obtain better performance.

We have decided to utilise the syllable as a segmental unit
for our preliminary experiments, and accordingly the method
for extracting these syllabic length events is presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. Using these events we then present the results of an in-
vestigation into the use of three separate modelling techniques.
These are:

• A GMM/UBM framework to produce models for each
of the syllable length events that occur in each language.
This system is described in more detail in Section 4.1;

• A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) topology to model the
pitch and energy trajectories that occur within each syl-
lable length event for each language. The system is de-
scribed in more detail in Section 4.2;

• Unigram scores for each syllabic length event outlined
in Section 4.1

In Section 5 we outline the experiments we conducted. Dis-
cussion and Conclusions are included in Sections 6 and 7 re-
spectively.

2. System Overview

Given a set of observationsOL for an unknown language L de-
fined byOL = {oL

1 , oL
2 , ..., oL

T }, we use a multilingual phone
recogniser to decode the observations into ageneralisedphone
transcription. This recogniser uses a multilingual model set
comprising 20 categories outlined in the centre column of Table
1 and designated byM = {m1, m2, ..., m20}. The details for
this recogniser are outlined in Section 3.1.

Thus, given an observation sequenceOL, the multilingual
phone recogniser produces a phone sequence transcription,Ms

wheres denotes the phone sequence length. These phones are
subsequently mapped back to one of 4 possible Broad Phonetic
categories designatedB = {B1, B2, ..., BC} where for these
experimentsC = 4. These categories are shown in Column 1
of Table 1.

As outlined earlier, we selected a syllable length unit to cap-
ture extended temporal information. We obtain these by con-
catenating 3 Broad Phonetic events together and call these units
Broad Syllabic Events, designatedψ. Hence a transcription for
an unknown utterance from language L can now be denoted as
OL = {ψL

1 , ψL
2 , ...ψL

s−2}. Further information is outlined is
Section 3.1.

Three modelling systems are then used to model the char-
acteristics for each event(ψ), for each language. In all cases
the Linguistic Data Consortium’s CallFriend database training
set was used to train the models. The first modelling system
uses the traditional GMM/UBM framework to produce models
γψ

L for each of the possible Broad Phonetic Eventsψ for that
language.

The second system uses a Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
designatedλψ

L, to model the pitch and energy trajectories that
occur within each group, for each language. Finally, unigram
scores (Uψ

L ) for each of the events produced by the system front
end are used to identify the language.

To optimise system performance the scores from each in-
dividual classifier are then fused. Figure 1 depicts the overall
system operation for both training and testing.

3. Front End Description

The production of segmental events,ψ, is performed by the
systemFront End. The purpose of the Front End system is to
accurately recognise and time-stamp eachψ independently of
language. This process can be broken in to several stages.

These include:

• Parameterise the speech

• Phonetically Transcribe speech using Multilingual
Phone Recogniser

• Convert transcription toBroad Phonetic Groups(B)
(shown in Table 1)

• Produce time-stampedBroad Syllabic Events(ψ)
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Figure 1: Basic System Overview

Broad Articulatory Worldbet
Phonetic Description Examples

Group(B) for Models (M)
B1 m1 - Silence, Pause and Noise +, #, .ls, .ln

B1 m2- Voiced Bilabial Plosives b, bH

B1 m3 - Unvoiced Bilabial Plosives p, pH

B1 m4- Voiced Alv. and Retro. Plos. d, d{, dH

B1 m5- U/V Alv. and Retro. Plos. t, tH, t{H
B1 m6- Voiced Velar Plosives g, gH

B1 m7- Unvoiced Velar Plosives k, kH

B2 m8- Nasals m, n, n =, nr

B3 m9- Unvoiced Frics. and Affrics. tS, f, s, S

B3 m10- Voiced Frics and Affrics. D, dZ, G, z

B4 m11- Approxs. and Taps r, rr, r{H, 9r

B4 m12- Lateral Alveolar Approx. l, L, l :

B4 m13- Palatal Approx. j

B4 m14- Voiced Lab. Velar Approx. w

B4 m15- i type Vowels I, Ix, If, y

B4 m16- u type Vowels u, U, u :

B4 m17- o type Vowels 5, >, o

B4 m18- e type Vowels E, 3r, 7, 8

B4 m19- a type Vowels a, @, A

B4 m20- Dipthongs ei, aI, iU, aU

Table 1:Multilingual phoneset and Broad Phonetic Groupings
for Front End Processing

3.1. Multilingual Phone Recogniser

A broad Phone recogniser was trained using the transcribed
data from the Oregon Graduate Institute Multilingual Telephone
Speech Corpus. The Broad Phone classes are shown in the cen-
tre column of Table 1, which provides the broad articulatory
description of a range of sounds likely to be encountered across
multiple languages.

Context independent HMM models were trained. The
model topology was 3 state left-to-right, with each state emis-
sion density comprising 16 Gaussian mixture components.
Speech was parameterized using a 12th order MFCC analysis
plus normalized energy, 1st and 2nd order derivatives, and a
frame size/shift of 25/10ms. Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS)
was employed.

Each eventψ was fixed to a length(L) = 3 phones. Ac-
cordingly, this meant that the possible number (N) of eventsψ
is N = CL. Given that each increase in C resulted in an al-
most exponential increase in the number of models, we selected
a value ofC = 4, thus producing 64 possible Broad Syllabic
events,ψ, and minimising the impact of data insufficiency.

It should be noted that in time-stamping forψ, overlapping
windows were used. That is, a window of three phones was
advanced one phone at a time. This means that the first 2 phones
in ψs contains the last 2 phones of the previous Broad Syllabic
Eventψs−1. This process is depicted in Figure 2.

The use of overlapping windows was undertaken for a num-
ber of reasons. Most importantly, we believe that trajectory in-
formation between phonetic events, for features of interest, is
useful information for determining language. Accordingly, co-
articulatory effects which result in trajectory differences across
and within syllable boundaries may provide useful information
on language identity. Thus progressing the time-stamping one
phone at a time, provides a data-set for each modelψ, which
includes information for both intra and inter-syllabic events.

The selection of 20 Phonetic classes was the result of sev-
eral considerations, not least of which was obtaining the most
accurate transcription for the Broad Syllable Groups. Initially
we wanted to cover the most general articulatory realisations
without introducing allophonic variants which occur across lan-
guages, and may subsequently increase unwanted confusion
in the phone recogniser output. More importantly we wanted



to minimise the occurrence of phone insertions and deletions,
which would result in changes to the Broad Syllabic Events, and
thus adversely affect the modelling accuracy. Finally, in respect
to trajectory modelling, we were more concerned with captur-
ing the gross changes that may occur between general phonetic
classes, within each time frame segmented byψ. Substitution

Multilingual
Phone
Recogniser

 

Input
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events
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LABEL File/
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Figure 2: Creation of Syllable Length (3-phone) Events(ψ)

errors were only considered a problem if they resulted in an
incorrect annotation forψ. For example, if the actual realisa-
tion of ψ was the phone string /k//a//t/ but the recogniser pro-
duced /k//i//t/, this would not be considered an error because
both would be mapped toψ=B1 B4 B1.

Decoding time was also an important consideration, and ac-
cordingly we wanted to use the smallest size phone-set possible.
In an attempt to produce the smallest phone set, with the least
errors, we conducted a number of experiments by producing a
Broad Phonetic Model set of size 4, 5, 9 and 20 using the OGI
data. Recognition experiments were then conducted on the tran-
scribed stories for Hindi, German, Japanese, Mandarin, English
and Spanish.

The model set using only 4 models, suffered from a number
of insertion and deletions due to its inability to model the dif-
ferences between a number of variable phonetic events across a
number of languages. The phone set using 20 Broad Phonetic
class models(M) achieved a 15% absolute improvement for
Broad Phonetic Group(B) recognition accuracy. Examination
of confusion matrix statistics revealed that most of the confu-
sions that occurred existed between phones in the same Broad
Phonetic Group, thus minimising transcription error forψ.

Finally our mapping choices from(M) to (B) was influ-
enced by the work in [7] and [2]. In this work, Kajarekar ex-
amined the speaker and channel variability of phonetic events.
He highlighted that a common class separability method is the
F-ratio. In essence, this maximises the ratio forbetween class
covarianceto within class covariance. In part of his research,
Kajerakar found that 4 broad phonetic groups had varying F-
ratios, which corresponded with their discriminative ability in a
speaker recognition task using a GMM/UBM framework. Vow-
els and Dipthongs provided the most discrimination, followed
by nasals and glides, then fricatives and finally silences and
stops.

Interestingly, the use of these classes outperformed the tra-
ditional GMM/UBM modelling paradigm which model speech
after speech/silence segmentation. This is principle seems to
validate the idea of presegmenting the feature space. We chose
to cluster the glides and approximants in the Vowel Broad Pho-
netic Group (C4), as this clustering provided improved recogni-

tion rates forψ on OGI data. The mapping process to Broad
Phonetic events (B) is far from optimal, however time con-
straints prevented further experimentation. It is intended that
this optimisation process be conducted in future research.

4. Modelling Techniques

4.1. GMM/Framework

The major motivation for our work was to model trajectory in-
formation via a HMM, for predefined and segmented eventsψ.
However, as a subsidiary investigation we also wanted to exam-
ine whether subdividing the feature space prior to GMM mod-
elling could lead to improved results. Given there were insuffi-
cient examples of each eventψ to use 512 mixtures, ideally we
would have conducted experiments which compared a 64 mix-
ture component GMM which modelled the entire feature space
and compared it to the performance of the system which mod-
elled each segmentψ using 64 mixtures. However, time con-
straints prevented us from achieving this and accordingly this
paper only presents the results for the latter.

To achieve this, we use a LID GMM/UBM framework de-
veloped previously, and described in [8], with 64 mixture com-
ponents to model each of the possible eventsψN . UBM models
for each eventψN are created using data from all languages.
Models for each language are then created using Bayesian adap-
tation and designatedγψ

L . The system determines the language
of the test utterance according to:

LID = arg max
i=1...W

sX
j=1

TsX
k=1

log p(ok|γψj

Li
) (1)

where W denotes the number of languages, T the number of
observation O which occurs givenψ has occurred, and s denotes
the number of observed eventsψ which occur for that utterance.

A 16 dimension feature vectors which includes 5th order
Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) coefficients, delta, and ac-
celeration values as well as delta energy coefficients was em-
ployed. Mean and variance normalisation is applied to all fea-
ture vectors to reduce the noise and channel effects. Vocal Tract
Length normalisation, as described in [8] is also incorporated.

4.2. Pitch and Energy Trajectory Modelling

Given that [2] achieved respectable results using a limited set
of description based tokens to describe pitch and energy trajec-
tories, we wanted to establish whether these trajectories could
be better modelled using a HMM topology. Given the expected
variation in duration, the HMM offers a form of time normalisa-
tion by incorporation of this variation in transition probabilities.
Additionally the HMM provides a soft quantisation of trajectory
events, as opposed to a tokenised description such as“UP” or
“DOWN” .

A HMM is used to model both pitch and energy trajectory
information for each Broad Syllabic Groupψ, with the models
for each group from each language denotedλψ

L. This classifier
then uses these models to determine the language of the test



utterance according to:

LID = arg max
i=1...W

sX
j=1

TsX
k=1

log p(ok|λψj

Li
) (2)

with the values for W, s and T the same as those described for
Equation 1.

The feature vectors used consist of delta pitch and energy
values, estimated every 10 ms. These pitch values were calcu-
lated using a normalised cross-correlation technique and subse-
quent delta values were extracted by fitting a straight line over
9 frames. Retrospective investigation reveals that this window
is probably too long. Additionally we did not conduct experi-
ments to establish the optimal number of states for each Broad
Syllabic Groupψ, however initial inspection of trajectories in-
dicated that 5 states would be sufficient to capture coarse ab-
solute changes in direction of the pitch and energy trajectories,
with the mixture components within each state distribution den-
sity modelling the variation between these absolute changes.

Given the varying amount of training data available for each
modelλL

ψ, experimentation revealed that a maximum of 4 mix-
ture components could be used for each state emission density.
It is intended in future research, to optimise both the mixture
components and number of states on a per model basis.

4.3. Unigram Modelling

As highlighted in [9], languages have different characteristic
sound patterns, which can be described subjectively using terms
such assingsong, rhythmic, nasalor evenguttural. In [9], fea-
tures considered to assist in identification of a language such as
vowel to consonant ratio, frequency of occurrence of triples( ie
Broad Syllabic events ), sonorant and consonant frequency, du-
ration were used to train a neural network to identify languages.

Accordingly, capturing frequency statistics on which Broad
Syllabic Eventsψ occur as well as tri-gram information for the
Broad phonetic events may capture, at least at a crude level,
identifying aspects of a language. To examine this, we used
unigram statistics for each eventψ, and used the accumulated
likelihood scores to determine the language. Effectively this
equates to using aBag-of-N-Gramsclassifier first introduced in
[10]. We designate this system using the nomenclatureU .

Additionally, we used tri-gram conditional probabilities for
each Broad Phonetic category,B = {B1, B2, ..., B4} from
each language and designate this systemT .

5. Experimentation

5.1. Idea Validation and Preliminary Experiments

Before launching into complete system implementation we
wanted to ensure that the idea of an extended temporal unit us-
ing 3 phone streams could provide a reasonable language iden-
tification system.

Given that the models will be derived using the segmenta-
tion information that the phone recogniser produces, the accu-
racy of the multilingual phone recogniser is important. Uncon-

strained phone recognisers achieve only moderate recognition
rates (50 -60 %) and we wanted to ensure that poor recogniser
performance did not undermine the potential of using tempo-
ral information over an extended 3 phone duration. As a first
step, in validating this idea, we produced GMM models for each
three-phone event for each language, denotedγL

ψ .

To remove the phone recogniser as a potential source of er-
ror, we used the transcribed data from the OGI Multi-language
database for the English, Spanish, Mandarin, Hindi, Japanese
and German languages. Using 64 models for each language,
trained using a so called “phonetic truth” we obtained Language
Identification rates of 95% for the 45 second utterances, indicat-
ing that if accurate transcriptions were obtained, good language
identification results could be obtained.

To get an indication of the type of performance drop we
could expect when we extended the task to CallFriend, for
which we would have to produce our own phone transcriptions,
we then produced GMM models using the recogniser transcrip-
tions. Using 64 different models forψ and these transcriptions
resulted in a 22% reduction in Language identification rates,
emphasising the importance of the system front-end.

Accordingly we sought to improve the phone recognition
accuracy, prior to further modelling. Speaker-identification ex-
periments conducted on SwitchBoard, have often used state-
of-the-art word recognition systems to produce reasonably ac-
curate (30-40% WER) transcriptions. The lattice defined by
the possible words and language model effectively restrains the
possible phone realisations. This improves phone recognition
rates and reduces insertion, substitution and deletion errors.
This type of implementation however is not feasible as a means
for producing more accurate phone streams in LID, as the ap-
plication of a language model would unduly bias the recogniser
lattice towards a particular language. Thus we were constrained
to using a phone loop, with a subsequent increase in insertion
and deletion errors.

5.2. Main Experiments

The LID experiments were conducted on the LDC CallFriend
telephone speech database using the NIST 1996 data sets (train
and test) according to the NIST 1996 LID evaluation. There are
12 different languages (Arabic, English, Farsi, French, German,
Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Spanish, Tamil and Viet-
namese) and 3 of them have a second dialect (English, Mandarin
and Spanish), thereby containing double the amount of training
data to the others. The evaluation has test utterances with dura-
tion of 3, 10, and 30 seconds and the number of test segments
per duration is 1503, 1502 and 1492 respectively. The perfor-
mance measure used is the EER. The log likelihood scores from
each system were normalised by dividing the highest log like-
lihood score for each utterance by the average of the other 11
languages. This was then used to hypothesise the most likely
language for an utterance.

Table 2 outlines results for the first set of experiments which
examine the performance of each of the baseline systems (λ, γ
andU ). A DET plot for the 30 second test using each of the
baselines is shown in Figure 3. The performance of a GMM
system(G1) which uses 512 mixtures to model the entire fea-
ture space is also shown for comparison. Several state-of-the-art



systems use significantly more mixture components, however
512 was selected because of its reduced training time.

Modelling 30s Test 10s Test 3s Test
Description (EER) (EER) (EER)

HMM (λ) 30.4 32.5 34.6
GMM64 (γ) 23.7 30.2 34.6
Unigrams (U) 30.25 35.0 39.0
Trigrams (T) 28.44 33.4 37.2

GMM512(G1) 15.5 18.6 23.8

Table 2:System Baseline Experiments - Equal Error Rates
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Figure 3: System Baseline Experiments- DET Plot for 30 Sec-
ond Test

The second group of experiments we conducted examined
whether complementary information existed in each of the mod-
elling paradigms. We used a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) to
perform a non-linear fusion of the scores from each system. The
EER results presented are obtained by performing a 5 fold cross
validation on the test set using MIT’sLNKnetpattern classifi-
cation software package after using LDA and 50 Hidden units
in the MLP. The LDA performed produces a dimensionality re-
duction, and this experiment is effectively a cheating experi-
ment,(MLP was optimised on the test set). As such, the adjusted
results for each individual systemG1, λ, U , andT after cross
validation and LDA is presented in Table 3, enabling an equi-
table comparison. Note also thatG1 is re-annotated asG2. A
DET plot for the 30 second test utterances outlining some of the
fusion experiments is also shown in 4.

Table 4 includes results of various fusion experiments in-
cluding the HMM, Trigram and Unigram and GMM scores.
Note that results for some experiments were only conducted for
the 30second test.

Modelling 30s Test 10s Test 3s Test
Description (EER) (EER) (EER)

λ 26.4 - -

U 24.3 - -

T 23.9 - -

GMM512-(G2) 8.3 13.4 20.9

Table 3: Equal Error Rates for Individual systems after LDA
and Cross Validation

Modelling 30s Test 10s Test 3s Test
Description (EER) (EER) (EER)

U , T 22.7 - -

U , λ 21.5 25.5 29.6

U , λ, T 21.33 - -

U , λ, γ 10 15.5 22.1

G2, λ 7.4 13.1 19.5

G2, λ, U 6.7 12.5 18.5

G2, λ, U , T 6.9 - -

GMM512-(G2) 8.3 13.4 20.9

Table 4:Comparing Equal Error Rates for Fusion Experiments

6. Discussion and Future Work

None of the baseline systems achieved the type of performance
we can expect from a GMM which models the entire acoustic
space. This is highlighted by the differences in EER between
systemG1 and the individual systemsγ, λ andU in Table 2.
However, the purpose of our research was to explore higher or-
der knowledge sources in an attempt to establish if they could
provide complementary information which could be used to im-
prove performance and provide robustness.

The first set of baseline experiments was conducted to es-
tablish how well the individual baseline systems distinguish be-
tween languages. Given that the performance achieved by each
system on the 30, 10 and 3 second test achieved proportional
degradation in performance results any future reference to EER
will be in regard to the 30 second test, unless otherwise noted.

The trajectory modelling system,(λ), achieved an equal er-
ror rate of 30.4%, an improvement on the result achieved in [2],
albeit at the expense of considerably more computation time.
This reinforces that trajectory modelling displays significant
promise for LID, and that directly modelling the trajectories,
rather than using a tri-gram history of their evolution, can more
effectively model this trajectory information.

The performance achieved by the stand-alone HMM system
is modest however, there are a number of implementation opti-
misations which should see significant improvements in perfor-
mance. Initially, we thought that a 9 frame window for calcula-
tion of the pitch delta may have produced excessive smoothing
of the temporal trajectories. However, experimentation with 3
and 5 frame windows revealed an increase in EER of 8% and
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Figure 4: Fusion Results- DET Plot for 30 Second Test

5% respectively and accordingly we persevered with the initial
selection of 9 frames.

Other future additional improvements include reducing er-
rors from the multilingual phone recognition system, improving
the mapping conducted to produce the Broad Syllabic Events
(ψ), and pruning a number of the non-discriminatory eventsψ.

It can be seen from the fusion results that the trajectory in-
formation is complimentary in all cases, and represents a vi-
able information source for system optimisation. An examina-
tion of the unigram system(U) performance reveals an EER
of 30.25%, approximately the same level achieved by the tra-
jectory system. The fusion of this with the HMM(λ) system
improved the equal error rate almost 10% absolute. This indi-
cates that these sources contain complementary information.

The fusion of the 64 mixture component GMM scores
again is complimentary, achieving an EER of 10% which ap-
proaches the GMM systemG2 with a considerable reduction of
GMM parameters. Importantly, the fusion ofλ andU with G1

achieves a cross validated performance of 6.7% which exceeds
the cross validated 512 mixture component performance, anno-
tatedG2. This result mirrors the trend reported in [2], validating
the use of trajectory information and also of 3-phone Unigrams
as an alternate information source.

It can also be seen that the fusion of the Unigram and Tri-
gram scores provided modest but consistent improvements, ex-
cept when Trigrams were finally combined with the 512 mixture
component GMM, the HMM system, and Unigrams. That is, in
Table 4, it can be seen that the addition of Trigram modelling
produces an EER rate of 6.91 in comparison to the 6.7 with-
out it. This is most likely a by-product of the dimensionality
reduction from LDA prior to fusion.

Initial Speaker ID experimentation within our lab found
that Trigram modelling of phonetic events often lags the per-
formance of Bigram modelling and even bag of n-grams due to

inadequate data. This makes it difficult to determine whether 3
phone Unigrams capture different effects in comparison to Tri-
gram Modelling.

Given only 4 classes, data insufficiency presents no prob-
lems for the Trigram modelling in these experiments. The com-
plimentary nature of the fusion results suggest that the separate
use of 3 phone event statistics (Unigram) and individual phone
Trigram statistics are capturing different language characteris-
tics and this phenomena will be the focus of future research.

Interestingly, an examination of the range of results for the
trajectory modelling system(λ) across the 3, 10, and 30 second
tests is significantly smaller than the most of the other systems.
Whilst these results are only preliminary, this may be an indica-
tion that the trajectory information is robust to variations in du-
ration of the utterance. However, fusion withG2 indicates that
if this robustness exists, it is not complementary as there is no
reduction in the range of the fused system. However we intend
to conduct a more thorough examination to determine if this
can provide an information source which is robust to changes in
duration.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we outlined our initial experiments which use a
multilingual phone recogniser to pre-segment speech into 3-
phone syllable like events. Initial indications are that it pro-
vides definable, extended temporal framework which can be
used to subsequently model various parameters. Using this
framework, we used 3 separate modelling paradigms. A HMM
was used to model pitch and energy trajectory information and
obtained improved performance. As an alternative to traditional
n-gram based language modelling we utilised unigram statistics
for each three phone event. Fusion experiments showed that in-
formation from each of the three modelling systems was com-
plimentary in nature and importantly, could be used to improve
the performance of a GMM system using 512 mixture compo-
nents.
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